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Cypress valley canopy tours reviews

Fly over the old cypress canopy, some up to 100 feet high. Glide from platform to platform high in tree tops. Join us at Cypress Valley Canopy Tours® for a thrilling ecological adventure, and refresh your experience of nature on our exhilarating zipline tours just 30 miles west of downtown Austin. Our tour guide will escort you on a personal, group, corporate
or family adventure where you'll get your adrenaline rush as you learn about local ecology from a panoramic view. Your canopy tour consists of 5 ziplines, 2 bridges in the sky, and a rappel and lasts from 90 minutes to two hours. The longest line is more than 350 feet and most boots and soil in the foundation are up to 40 feet high in the tree. At the first
platform, your guide will help you adjust to the altitude and point out some things you'll see on your tour. From there, you and your guide are free to fly over the canopy, soaking in the beauty and excitement of flying over the trees. After your canopy zip tour, you are welcome to enjoy a meal outdoors and swim in our small private lake or clear water pool
where you can share your adventures with family and friends. Our seasonal lake includes an optional zip-line lake and zip-swing for some wet cooling pleasure when the water is deep enough. Re-playful members of childhood while retaining the creature comforts you have come to enjoy as an adult. Arouse the spirit of your adventure, experience the luxury
of resting in nature, and return home to your honed senses – your more creative, more lifey self. Since 2005, tens of thousands of guests have enjoyed the Cypress Valley - whether zip-lined with friends and family, proposed on a platform, sleeping in a treehouse (usually for their honeymoon or anniversary), or even attending an enchanting tree wedding.
Nature beckons visitors to sleep in hammocks in the shade of trees, explore our spring-fed creek, swim in our pond or pool, or walk through wild flowers in spring. Your adventure awaits... 4.9 von 5Jaime Kiely hat Cypress Valley empfohlen. This is a unique way to unplug and getaway. My husband and I love staying here. We will book again. Highly
recommended! Create your plan. You can customize and take with you. We really enjoyed this tour; we've been ziplining in Costa Rica before, but this is a great way to learn for people who have never done it before. They suit you in all your devices including harnesses and helmets and then give you a thorough training session where you learn how to use
the device, how to brake and what to do You stop too early on a line. Then you are ready to hit the course and complete 5 ziplines, 2 bridges, and a rappel. If you want to bring your iPhone along for a photo shoot, they will give you a small bag to bring it in. Our tour guide was very happy, and we felt very safe. No line is terribly high, and and only about 15 or
20 feet from the ground. Along the way, the guides tell jokes and describe some of the plant and animal systems in the area. Wildflowers are in full bloom as we go, so it's very beautiful. We enjoyed everything, but our favorite are two parallel ziplines where you can race against each other to see who can reach the finish first. This is an exciting activity for all
ages. We would love to go back some day and stay in one of the tree houses that are on the property. From Review: Mother &amp; Daughter Outing of Cypress Valley Canopy Tours It doesn't matter what you're trying to do with your vacation here, you'll find it. First turn off the ziplines. Ziplines are fun! Specialists take care of you. Never feel unsafe. Don't go
expecting too long ziplines of exotic locations like Costa Rica, instead these are up on trees and you'll ride 5 at this point of the review and take about 2 hours total from gear up to last. There is a line out in the lake but if the area doesn't get much rain, then that line will be closed along with the lake. There are also two rope bridges you cross. You're tethered
the whole time. Speaking of swimming, there is a beautiful pool near the lake that offers a great opportunity to cool down, also hammocks, basketball hoop, and tetherball. With Ziplining you pass and go through some treehouses. Remember that if you are in this, you will hear and see the lines, but also remember they close so as not to be uncomfortable at
night. We stayed in Yoki. Just wow. First of all this is not just a tree house. This is a work of art. Take the time to consider what must have gone into building this really cool tree house. Yoki has 2 buildings. The first building is the bathroom. This lies high on a ledge of a creek that runs way under the treehouse. The bathroom is simple but extremely elegant.
There is also a beautiful soaking tub, shower corner and toilet. The toilet may be closed. There is a private wall in the shower but you can still see out the window while enjoying a warm or cool shower with a bronze shower head. It is great to bathe out after getting hot on the zip line then jump into the soaking tub. We didn't have a good time. Taking a dip in
the cool waters is like having a small private pool. The bathhouse has no ac BUT we had on the wetdest hottest day of the year so far. However, since the window is large open (with a screen), it is possible to close if desired, the cool breeze and bath water are even cooler so there is no ac in this room in my eyes actually better. I am sure in the cool months
this room is still warm and with hot tub will be very pleasant. Now, to get to your room, you cross a suspension bridge then go down a spiral staircase. Have. I can see how in of the night some may see this as a pain if you have to use the bathroom especially if it rains. However, this is part of the fun for me. It's really like being a kid in a treehouse. This is what
you imagine. Stop and take advantage of the wildlife as you pass it and look back at your bathroom. Super awesome. Also enjoy small bounces on the bridge. It's like being a child again. The bedroom, living area and kitchenette are very nice. Simple but beautiful. The decoration is reminiscent of the late 50s and 60s but with a modern touch. In this tree
house there are king-size beds and single loft beds. The AC is nice and cold and located in the bedroom area. You can close the bedroom door out of the living area if you want to make the bedroom more cold. There is a record player with bluetooth and a few records to play. What a nice touch. Everything is clean. There was tea and coffee (whole beans with
a blender) that we indulged in both. There are two cold carafes of ice waiting for us in the fridge. There is also a microwave, stove or TV. However, I've seen a hot plate and they have basic utensils. Not a problem for us at all. If you are looking for quiet romance, Yoki is far from the main area so you will never see anyone and they can not see you. It's very
private. If you want to meditate, practice yoga, and find your inner peace, this is the place. We made some hot tea and took it to the soaking tub and enjoyed it. Then of course we had a glass of wine a little later and enjoyed the view from the bath at night. If you want to be a child, be amazed at nature, and have fun this is the place. There is definitely
something for everyone here. On the one hand note there is a cardinal nest in perfect view from the patio sitting outside at this time. We enjoyed watching mom fly in and out and dad watching nearby. We also see a variety of other birds flying in and out of treetops, you just don't get this view in many other places. We were also lucky (or depending on your
unfortunate views) to see a snake crawling across the creek below looking for breakfast. Now, we've been able to ID the snake easily (don't reveal what it was) and rest assured the creek is so far down and away from the treehouse, it will never bother you. It was definitely minding its own business as we did ours, and just tracking how cool nature can be.
This is what this experience is about after all no matter what you are looking for. If you do not want to see nature in raw and want room service then find another place where you will be happy, no one will blame You. For us this is our happy place and can't wait to come back and experience the other treehouses. ... Experience Date: July 2019 Reply from
Amy B, Owner at Cypress Valley Canopy ToursResponded July 22, 2019 We appreciate you taking the time of day to write this detailed review. It's great to know that all of you a great time ziplining and swimming with us. We look forward to seeing you soon! Best, Amy Beilharz, Owner
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